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The Sadler's Wells book series by Lorna Hill includes books A Dream of Sadler's Wells, Veronica at the Wells, No Castanets at the Wells, and several more. See the complete Sadler's Wells series book list in order, box sets or omnibus editions, and companion titles. 11 Books. #1. A Dream of Sadler's Wells. Lorna Hill. Out of Stock. #2. Veronica at the Wells. Lorna Hill. Out of Stock. #3. No Castanets at the Wells. Lorna Hill. Out of Stock. #4. Masquerade at the Wells. Lorna Hill. Out of Stock. #5. Masquerade at the Wells. Lorna Hill. Out of Stock. #6. Ella at the Wells. Lorna Hill. From $9.39. Overall, 'No Castanets' explores the themes of family, class and expectation more successfully than the first two books and this will become increasingly important as the series progresses through the characters of Mariella, Jane and Ella. Sympathetically observed and warmly written. ...more.Â She's still kind but rather ordinary (well, as ordinary as you can be if you've been brought up in an ancestral hall) in this book, which I think may be why I like it so much. Veronica is mostly off-stage, so to speak, as Caroline keeps her own presence at Sadler's Wells a secret (Veronica is off touring a lot of the time, which is helpful) and this is Caroline's story: the story of When we first met Caroline, two books ago, she was the kind but rather ordinary younger sister of the awful Fiona. You can also purchase this book from a vendor and ship it to our address: Internet Archive Open Library Book Donations 300 Funston Avenue San Francisco, CA 94118. Better World Books. Amazon. More. Bookshop.org. When you buy books using these links the Internet Archive may earn a small commission. Benefits of donating.Â December 3, 2010 | History. An edition of No castanets at the Wells (1953). No Castanets at the Wells. by Lorna Hill. 0 Ratings. 0 Want to read. 0 Currently reading. 1 Have read. Book 3 of 14 in the Sadler's Wells Series. See all 9 formats and editions Hide other formats and editions. Amazon Price. In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Back. Masquerade at the Wells (Piccolo Books). Lorna Hill. 3.9 out of 5 stars 4. Paperback. 16 offers from Â£0.01. Veronica At The Wells (Piccolo Books). Lorna Hill. 4.2 out of 5 stars 9. Paperback. 7 offers from Â£3.06. A Dream Of Sadler's Wells (Piccolo Books). Lorna Hill. 4.1 out of 5 stars 12. Paperback. 10 offers from Â£10.29. Jane Leaves the Wells (Piccolo Books). Lorna Hill. 5.0 out of 5 stars 2. Paperback. 11 offers from Â£0.01. Rosanna Joins the Wells (Piccolo Books).